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2On the Cover: Engineering  
student Jeremy Holliman 
works with local villagers 
in Camilo Ortega, Nicaragua. 
Cal Poly students and 
alumni demonstrate that 
Engineering with a human 
touch can change the world. 
Background image: Using 
the Optical Microscope in 
the MATE lab, students 
documented this image of the 
composite region of a stud 
weld on a steel sample. The 
magnifications shows the 
dendritic structure created 
from a fast cooling rate. 
This page: Engineers Without  
Borders combine compassion 
with engineering knowledge 
to improve the safety, 
education and quality of 
life around the globe. Here 
the Cal Poly chapter of EWB 
is shown helping a village 
in Nicuragua build a health 
clinic.
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4For the past several years, Cal Poly Engineering 
has offered EPIC, an engineering summer camp 
for high school students. I thoroughly enjoy 
talking to these students! Their excitement about 
engineering is infectious. Moreover, they offer 
a snapshot of upcoming Cal Poly engineering 
students and a peek at the next generation of 
professional engineers. 
The picture is heartening.
What I see is a diverse engineering corps that is 
stronger because of its diversity. Used to working in 
teams, these new engineers benefit from different 
perspectives and a wide range of skills to solve the 
problems we face as a society.
As we know, the problems are grave, ranging 
from generating clean and affordable energy and 
water to developing products and systems that 
are sustainable and that improve our health and 
quality of life. The new engineers, however, find 
a joy in addressing these issues because they 
recognize the human impact of their work.
Indeed, when you read the stories of the students in 
this Annual Report I think you’ll agree that Cal Poly’s 
brand of engineering is not just “hands-on,” it’s also 
“engineering with a human touch.” 
Whether using their engineering talents to build a 
health center in an impoverished village abroad or 
to enhance the home environment for a disabled 
child in the local community, Cal Poly Engineering 
students are aware that they can make a difference 
and improve lives.
And the support and help these students receive, 
in turn, from dedicated professors and mentors, 
from caring parents, and from generous alumni and 
donors, further encourages them to devote their skills 
and education to help others. As Michelle Huynh, a 
student featured in this publication said, “When I have 
the capacity to give, I will because I’ve learned that 
giving fosters new hope.”
I would like to thank all the donors listed in this report 
for the new hope you’ve inspired in our students—I 
know that they will not let you down.
Mohammad Noori
Dean of the College of 
Engineering 2005–2010
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5Erling A. Smith
Acting Dean, Vice Provost for 
Programs and Planning
At right, Acting  
Dean Erling Smith 
is impressed by 
the leadership 
he sees in Cal 
Poly Engineering 
alumni, students, 
and faculty. 
In the past few months since I’ve become 
acting dean, I’ve had the privilege of getting 
to know the students, faculty, alumni, and 
donors of this college. 
I couldn’t be more impressed.
This publication illustrates why Cal Poly 
Engineering is nationally recognized as one 
of the nation’s premiere engineering colleges. 
Clearly, Cal Poly Engineering provides an 
environment in which students thrive 
because of the care and dedication of 
an outstanding faculty, and because of 
the hands-on, project-based focus in our 
curriculum. Moreover, the department and 
college highlights reflect a vibrant institution 
engaged on-campus in educating a stunning 
engineering corps, and active off-campus in 
addressing the needs of our local and global 
community. 
But I am most taken by the testimonials of students 
and donors published in this report.
These “voices” go to the heart of Cal Poly 
Engineering. What they say to me is that this 
institution empowers our students and alumni to be 
leaders—individuals who not only make important 
contributions to their fields and industry, but who 
also strive to serve others.
I am honored to be a part of this college, and I 
welcome the opportunity to move it forward, hand-
in-hand, with our generous and alumni, donors, and 
corporate partners to whom we owe our thanks.
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7As a self-described “Lego kid” and “car nut,” Max Maloney seemed destined to become 
an engineer. He was attracted to Cal Poly over other colleges because it was affordable 
and offered an education that would prepare him for the real world.
“Cal Poly clicked,” Max says. “The education seemed very useful and I was impressed 
with the lab space and especially the ME machine shop.”
Now a senior, Max feels that Cal Poly delivered all he 
anticipated and more. He couldn’t have guessed, for instance, that a class in 
orthopedic biomechanics would take him far beyond his Lego dreams.
“I saw how the human body is amazingly engineered and it opened up a whole new 
field for me,” he says. 
For his senior project—the highlight of Max’s undergraduate experience—he 
engineered a prosthetic hand in Cal Poly’s Quality of Life Plus laboratory. Founded in 
2009 by alumnus Jon Monett (IE ’64), the facility sponsors projects that address the 
challenges of disabled veterans and those who were injured in the line of service.
“When my team members—Nick Butler and Matt Griebel—started showing the hand to 
faculty and others, they couldn’t believe that we had designed and built the prototype 
in only nine months,” notes Max. “Their reaction made me realize 
the high standards Cal Poly had instilled in us. The hand is a 
testament to what we do here.”
Having received scholarships and grants since his freshman year, Max also recognizes 
the importance of giving back. “Unlike many others, scholarships didn’t make or break 
my ability to attend Cal Poly, but the funds did give me a chance to work less and get 
more out of my time here,” he explains. 
“I’ve seen that even a small gift to a student can make 
a big difference.” 
Max Maloney
Mechanical engineering senior
National Merit Scholarship                                                                     
ChevronTexaco Mechanical Engineering Scholarship                              
Jon LaPorte Memorial Scholarship         
Konrad Meissner Scholarship                                                                 
Donald Chivens Memorial Scholarship                                                    
Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship 
Scholarship 
Recipient
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a more balanced mix of public 
assistance and private support.
This is where we come in.
As alumni, industry partners, and members 
of local and global communities, we can help 
ensure that California and the nation have 
the engineering skills and leadership needed 
to boost the economy and solve critical 
technical, social and environmental problems. 
We can support Cal Poly with donations and 
partnerships. As industry professionals, we 
can offer guidance on curriculum and support 
cutting-edge scholarship and student projects. 
This year, many individuals and companies 
stepped forward to help Cal Poly maintain 
its leading role in educating engineers. I’m 
happy to report that gifts made to the Cal Poly 
Fund for Engineering increased by 4% in 2009-2010, 
a year in which most non-profits reported a decline in 
contributions. 
Some exceptional gifts included the following: Jerome 
Prior (ME ’62) made a $1.5 million bequest to fuel 
hands-on learning, and Paul Bonderson (EL ’75) once 
again boosted student project opportunities with a 
gift of $500,000. Boeing’s gift of equipment will enable 
students to build a replica of the BS-376 spacecraft, and 
Applied Technologies Associates donated a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) to the Materials Engineering 
Department.
I want to thank these individuals and companies—and 
all of the donors and industry partners listed in this 
report. You have helped make Cal Poly an extraordinary 
university. 
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In 1972, I had 
the privilege of 
becoming a Cal 
Poly Engineering 
student. Since then, I’ve volunteered for the College 
of Engineering and employed scores of graduates 
at Northrop Grumman. Now, I’m pleased to serve as 
chair of the Dean’s Advisory Council. 
Throughout my career, I’ve seen Cal Poly engineers 
become valuable contributors and leaders in 
industry and in their communities. Clearly, the 
learn-by-doing method of educating engineers has 
served alumni well and is the foundation for Cal 
Poly’s world-class reputation.
While Cal Poly continues to offer a premiere hands-
on education, the university is at a crossroads. 
Like other “public” universities, Cal Poly’s funding 
formula is evolving from primarily State-funded to 
State Base Budget
Allocation for Engine
ering (2004–2011)
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Fund for Engineering increased by 4% in 2009-2010, 
a year in which most non-profits reported a decline in 
contributions. 
Some exceptional gifts included the following: Jerome 
Prior (ME ’62) made a $1.5 million bequest to fuel 
hands-on learning, and Paul Bonderson (EL ’75) once 
again boosted student project opportunities with a 
gift of $500,000. Boeing’s gift of equipment will enable 
students to build a replica of the BS-376 spacecraft, and 
Applied Technologies Associates donated a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) to the Materials Engineering 
Department.
I want to thank these individuals and companies—and 
all of the donors and industry partners listed in this 
report. You have helped make Cal Poly an extraordinary 
university. 
Telephone, Postage, Supplies $643,899
     Travel $55,782 (graphically insignificant)
Graduate & Student Assistants $427,197Management & Support Staff $3,140,919
     Equipment $97,379
IT Hardware/software $97,926
Faculty
Salaries
$18,817,376
Expenditures 
Total expenditures for 2009-10$23,280,478
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Joann and Stan  
Benson give the gift that keeps on giving: an 
opportunity for quality education. The scholarship they fund is given to deserving students whom they feel 
will contribute to others. Their own children, Linda Fé, Bridget and Gianna (shown above with Joann and Stan) are carrying on the legacy of helping others.
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Donor Profile
By establishing the Montobbio Benson Family Merit Based Scholarship, the 
Bensons believe that they are enabling an ever-growing ripple of philanthropy.
“I was able to go to college because I attended City College in New York, 
which was free and only a fifteen-cent train ride from my home,” says Joann. “It 
changed my life. Stan and I want to give that chance to someone else because 
we know that he or she will then go on and help others.”
The first in her family to graduate from high school, let alone college, Joann 
is keenly aware of the benefits of education. “You can lose your 
job, but you can’t lose your education,” she says. “And 
education makes you more open and aware of others. You realize that the 
world is smaller, now, and that we’re all in this together, so 
we must help each other.”
The Montobbio Benson Scholarship will aid a student in the College of 
Engineering. Joann and Stan made the endowment and another in the College 
of Business in honor of their daughters. Bridget, a 2005 computer engineering 
graduate, is about to defend her doctoral dissertation at UC San Diego. Gianna, 
who graduated in 2005 with a degree in international business management, 
works as a sales and marketing manager in Stuttgart, 
Germany.  
“Both Bridget and Gianna really grew at Cal Poly,” 
Joann explains. “As a Poly Rep and an Engineering 
Ambassador, Bridget got in the flow of community 
awareness and outreach that Cal Poly nurtures. When 
she moved to San Diego to get her Ph.D., she signed 
up to drive seniors to their doctor appointments. 
We’re so proud of her.
“This scholarship recognizes 
Bridget and other hardworking 
students like her, who we know 
will serve others.”
  
Joann and Stan Benson believe in the 
“ripple effect” of giving
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
2009-2010 Highlights
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Cal Poly’s College of Engineering was named by  4
U.S.News & World Report as third in the nation for 
public engineering programs whose highest degree 
is a bachelor’s or master’s. 
For the 17th year in a row, Cal Poly was rated the  4
best public-master’s university in the West.  
Cal Poly’s computer, electrical, industrial &  4
manufacturing, and mechanical engineering 
programs were each ranked as the top program at a 
public university. Civil engineering was ranked the 
second best program at a public university.
Aviation Week & Space Technology 4  named 
Cal Poly second in the nation for industry 
workforce recruiting.
1,126 Engineering freshmen enrolled in Fall 2009.  4
The average high school GPA for the class was 3.8; 
the average SAT was 1262.
Freshmen applications again increased. The college  4
received 7,903 applications, 42.8% of whom were 
offered admission. 
In total undergraduate engineering enrollment,  4
Cal Poly ranked 9th in the U.S.; 11th in number of 
B.S. degrees awarded; and 17th, 9th, and 16th in 
degrees awarded to women, Hispanics, and Asian 
Americans, respectively. 
Faculty secured $3.2 million in applied research  4
grants and contracts. 
In 2009-2010, alumni, friends and industry partners  4
made gifts to the college totaling $5,170,616.
Alumnus Jerome Prior (ME ’62) made a $1.5 million  4
bequest to fuel hands-on learning.
Paul R. Bonderson (EL ’75) made a gift of $550,000  4
to support project-based learning.
Cal Poly received a $1.4 million Bridges to Stem  4
Cell Research Award to establish a master’s degree 
specialization in stem cell research.
The Boeing Company made a gift of tooling and  4
hardware valued at $2.5 million that will enable 
students to build a replica of the BS-376 spacecraft.
Applied Technologies Associates donated a  4
scanning electron microscope (SEM) to the Materials 
Engineering Department.
The Global Waste Research Institute (GWRI) was  4
established as a collaborative effort between 
Cal Poly and industry that will promote the 
development of sustainable waste treatment 
technologies and advance resource management 
practices. The institute was initiated by a $1 million 
grant from Waste Connections, Inc.
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Cal Poly hosted (and won!) the 
 
ASCE National Concrete Canoe 
Competition.
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Cal Poly’s Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers  4
(SHPE) received top honors as the best chapter in 
the country.  
For the second year in a row, the American Society  4
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) deemed Cal Poly the 
winner of the prestigious ASCE Robert Ridgway 
Award, given to the most outstanding chapter out 
of the 280 student groups across the country. 
Cal Poly won its first title in the ASCE National  4
Concrete Canoe Competition, besting 22 
universities from the U.S. and Canada. This was the 
first time in the history of the competition that the 
host school won the contest.
Cal Poly approved a new master’s degree program  4
in Fire Protection Engineering —one of only three 
such programs in the nation and the only one on 
the West Coast.
Cal Poly and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology  4
(KIT) in Karlsruhe, Germany established a master’s 
degree program in which students may earn an 
M.S. ME degree from Cal Poly, and an M.S. ME & 
Mechatronics from KIT. 
The College of Engineering and the Engineering  4
Student Council worked with the Cal Poly Alumni 
Association to host the first Mustang Mentoring 
Day, which brought together more than 100 alumni 
and current students.
Cal Poly joined the National Academy of  4
Engineering’s Grand Challenges Scholars Program 
to help prepare the generation of engineers that 
will solve the global environmental and societal 
challenges.
The E.P.I.C. summer program increased in  4
enrollment by 50%. 140 high school students 
attended, and almost 70% of them were girls 
and/or from low-income families. The goal of the 
program is to encourage more students to pursue 
an engineering career. Eleven departments helped 
present 21 different labs. 
Cal Poly’s Civil Engineering Senior Design course  4
won an Engineering Award from the National 
Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying 
(NCEES) in recognition of its extensive collaboration 
with professional engineers. 
Student Team Achievements
Cal Poly’s Society of Women Engineers made  4
history as the only university to have two teams 
tie for 1st in the Team Tech competition. Cal Poly 
SWE also won the Gold Level Award as the nation’s 
Outstanding Large Collegiate Section, and 1st for 
Outstanding Outreach Event/Series. 
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Rick enjoys meeting students  
when he’s back on campus. 
He was the sixth person 
hired at PeopleSoft, where 
he was known as a visionary 
technologist. Currently, Rick 
serves as Chief Software 
Evangelist and Board Member 
at Locus Technologies. 
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“The reality is that when I was a student at Cal Poly, the State picked up the tab,” says Rick 
Bergquist.
The 1977 alumnus knows that a major shift has occurred. “My generation had a great free 
ride,” he points out, “but Cal Poly is no longer fully funded by the 
State—and that means that we need to step forward and 
give back.”
For Rick, giving back is a “natural process, especially when you see the results,” he says. He 
has consistently supported the Computer Science Department, starting with $50 in 1986. 
That yearly gift has now ratcheted up to $20,000, two thirds of which goes to CSC and one 
third to the College of Business. He also provided $500,000 to the university in 2007 for a 
new Science & Math building.  
He also gives back by serving on his department’s Industry Advisory Board (IAB). 
“I was recruited for the first IAB by the chair, Jim Beug, who had been a young professor 
when I was in school,” remembers Rick. “He was a good guy, who went out of his way to 
help me. I think every graduate had at least one professor 
like Jim, and who together with Cal Poly’s unique 
education, laid the foundation for our success.”
Rick’s fifteen-year involvement with the IAB strengthened his commitment to Cal Poly. 
“One of our IAB tasks is to provide input about how to align the curriculum with changes 
in industry,” he explains. “We pointed out that students needed more practice working in 
teams, and the department took that advice to heart. Now, it’s amazing to see these kids 
working together on multidisciplinary projects. The projects are fantastic and the students 
demonstrate that they have the right stuff for industry.
“So, I’m happy to contribute because I recognize the 
need, and because I can see that Cal Poly is still doing it 
right,” Rick concludes. “The teachers care about the students and love to see them 
succeed, and the students are getting a great education that provides opportunities for 
them to work on projects that can go from outer space, like the CubeSat program, to 
underwater research in the Arctic using autonomous vehicles.” 
Donor Profile
Giving back is a natural process for Rick Bergquist
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A team of mechanical engineering students took first  4
place in a national collegiate competition involving 
designing heating, air conditioning and ventilation 
(HVAC) systems.
ENVE students under the guidance of Dr. Tracy  4
Thatcher won Outstanding Oral Presentation & Papter 
at the 2010 Waste-Management Education & Research 
Consortium (WERC) Contest in New Mexico.
Cal Poly SWE was recognized with a Diversity Award  4
from University President Warren Baker for its efforts 
to promote diversity. 
Almost 21,000 fans chose the Cal Poly Universities’  4
float as their favorite in the 121st Rose Parade on New 
Year’s Day in Pasadena. 
Wired Magazine featured Cal Poly’s Supermileage  4
Vehicle in its February 19 issue. See  http://www.wired.
com/autopia/2010/02/take-that-chevy-volt-cal-poly-
car-gets-27523-mpg/ 
Student Success
Civil engineering seniors Roshani Patel and Kyle  4
Marshall received ASCE’s two National Student 
Leadership Awards for leading Cal Poly’s Society of 
Civil Engineers Community Service, and for managing 
SCE’s Concrete Canoe team, respectively.
PolyHouse renovated the home of 9-year-old Caleb  4
Todd, who is challenged by achondroplasia dwarfism. 
The project involved 28 students, six weeks of 
planning, six days of construction, and $160,000 
in donations of cash, building materials and other 
assistance. 
Electrical engineering graduate student Simeon  4
Trieu took first place in the Graduate Engineering 
& Computer Science category at the 24rd Annual 
California State University Research Competition 
for his research study on methods to maximize the 
efficiency of gallium nitride light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs).
Faculty Achievements
Dr. Gregg Fiegel (CE/ENVE) was named the 2009  4
Outstanding Faculty Advisor for Region 9 by the 
ASCE.
Dr. Trevor Harding (MATE) received the American  4
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Southwest 
Division Outstanding Teaching Award.
Dr. Kurt Colvin (IME) was named a Boeing Welliver  4
Faculty Fellow.
Alumni Success
Alumnus Gary Bloom (CSC ’82), CEO of eMeter,  4
gave the Commencement address and received an 
honorary doctorate degree from the university.  
Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo designed by Cal Poly  4
Aerospace Engineering graduate Burt Rutan (‘65) 
made its first captive carry flight on March 22 at the 
Mojave Air and Space Port. 
Peter Siebold (AERO ’01) was awarded the 2009 Iven  4
C. Kincheloe award by the Society of Experimental 
Test Pilots (SETP). 
Jon Monett (IE ’64) was named by the College of  4
Engineering as its 2009 Honored Alumnus. Monett 
is the founder of Cal Poly’s Quality of Life Plus 
Laboratory, a multidisciplinary facility dedicated 
to the development of technology to aid disabled 
veterans.  
Dr. Rory Cooper (EE ’85, M.S. EE ’86), one of the  4
world’s foremost authorities on wheelchair design 
and director of the Human Engineering Research 
Laboratories, was named Veteran of the Year by 
the Veterans Leadership Program of Western 
Pennsylvania (VLP).
College of Engineering Highlights, con't.44444444444
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AERO
Aerospace Engineering 
Highlights
Dr. Eric Mehiel was appointed chair of the  4
department.  
Dr. Rob McDonald was appointed a member of the  4
AIAA Aircraft Design Technical Committee.
Senior aircraft design students received design review  4
input from Boeing engineers, thanks to an anonymous 
gift that enabled them to travel as a group to Seattle.
Cal Poly’s RMAX® helicopter flew autonomously for the  4
first time and spurred multidisciplinary projects, including 
a project that would enable the aircraft to assist San Luis 
Obispo County Sheriff’s Search and Rescue.
The International CubeSat Developers Workshop brought  4
together representatives from universities, companies 
and organizations, and countries worldwide. 
For the first time, NASA collaborated with CubeSat in  4
anticipation of launching university-built satellites aboard 
the Taurus XL rocket at Vandenberg Air Force Base. 
A student-built RV-7 aircraft was used in the Flight  4
Performance class taught by Dr. Dan Biezad and Dr. Kurt 
Colvin (IME) to collect in-flight GPS and telemetry data. 
AERO students took up the Sikorsky Aircraft challenge  4
to build a human-powered helicopter. Da Vinci III will 
compete for the $250,000 prize.
Hummingbird Aeronautics won second place at the 2009  4
AIAA Undergraduate Team Aircraft Design competition 
for an “environmentally compatible” transport aircraft. 
Cal Poly took 5th Place in the 14th annual Cessna/ 4
Raytheon Missile Systems Design/Build/Fly (DBF) 
Competition.
Brian Fujizawa was of two 2010 Outstanding Graduate  4
Students for the College of Engineering. A graduate 
fellow at NASA’s Aero-Flight Dynamics Directorate, he 
worked on the RASCAL helicopter in-flight simulator. 
Kevin Hougen was the 2010 Outstanding AERO Senior for  4
Academic Excellence. 
Bradley Schab and Maxwell Bodenar were selected to  4
receive Wulf Aerospace Engineering Scholarships.
Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo designed by alumnus Burt  4
Rutan (AERO ’65) made its first captive carry flight. 
Alumnus Peter Siebold (AERO ’01), director of flight  4
operations at Scaled Composites, received the Iven C. 
Kincheloe award from the Society of Experimental Test 
Pilots. 
Wind Tunnel International 4  featured an article on 
NASA-sponsored research on short takeoff and 
landing aircraft by Dr. David Marshall and Dr. Tina 
Jameson.
Supported by a $20,000 grant from  4
Northrop Grumman, Drs. Tina Jameson and 
Kira Abercromby co-founded the Space 
Environments Lab and introduced experiments 
and a new course in the field. 
A gift of $10,000 from an anonymous donor  4
enabled the department to update the software 
in the Structures Lab.
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As a scholarship recipient, and as a participant in this year’s PolyHouse project, Michelle 
Huynh has learned a key aspect of giving: “Giving fosters new hope,” 
she states.
This year, PolyHouse, an annual undertaking of Cal Poly’s IE project management class, 
provided a home makeover for Caleb Todd, a nine-year-old Nipomo boy, who has 
achondroplasia dwarfism and hydrocephalus. 
“I’ve never encountered anything like PolyHouse; it’s definitely not your typical class. 
When we started, I wondered if we were over our heads, but we were determined,” says 
Michelle. “When the family saw their new home, we were rewarded by 
the light and joy flowing through their eyes.”
Michelle felt the same kind of gratitude and joy when she was told she had been 
awarded a National Science Foundation scholarship. “I was exhilarated—the grant made 
my whole journey of higher education so much more possible,” she says.
Born in Vietnam, Michelle emigrated to the U.S. with her parents when she was six. 
“I’m the first generation in my family to go to college, 
and my parents want me to go as far as possible because they didn’t have the 
opportunity to get an education themselves.” To pay for her undergraduate degree from 
UC Berkeley, Michelle took out loans and received a Pell grant and state grant. 
The investment in Michelle made by the government and the NSF seems certain to pay 
dividends, especially given her reflections on her PolyHouse experience. “PolyHouse 
teaches students to work in teams and it instills the highest possible work ethic, both 
crucial for a career,” she says. 
“But for me, PolyHouse also expanded my interest in social 
entrepreneurship—it made me realize how important it is to do something 
that benefits the community.” 
Michelle Huynh
Industrial engineering graduate student
National Science Foundation Scholarship
Scholarship 
Recipient
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BMED/GENE
Biomedical & General 
Engineering Highlights
Cal Poly is poised to become a leader in  4
regenerative medicine as a result of a $1.4 million 
Bridges to Stem Cell Research Award to establish 
a master’s degree specialization in stem cell 
research.
Meditech, the Cal Poly biomedical engineering  4
consortium, received $25,000 from Edwards Life 
Sciences and $50,000 from Abbott to support 
faculty and student applied research.
The Hannah-Forbes Project Fund was established  4
to fund BMED senior projects.
Dr. David Clague was awarded a patent for  4
a “computational method and system for 
modeling, analyzing, and optimizing DNA 
amplification and synthesis.”
Dr. Scott Hazelwood was appointed associate  4
editor for the Journal of Orthopaedic Trauma. 
Dr. Robert Szlavik was awarded a Faculty  4
Seed Grant to determine “Peripheral Nerve 
Conduction Velocity Distributions Using a Novel 
Electrophysiology Technique.”
Leif Anderson (BMED) and Joshua Olmstead  4
(GENE) were named 2010 Outstanding Seniors for 
Academic Excellence.
BMED graduate student Timothy Abram and Dr.  4
David Clague won the Best Poster Award at the 
2010 SPIE Medical Imaging conference.
Graduate student Colby James won 1st Place  4
for Best Student Poster at the BioInterface 
conference and received Cal Poly’s Outstanding 
Graduate Thesis Award. 
Nationally ranked tennis player Steffi Wong  4
(BMED) was named Big West Female Scholar-
Athlete of the Year.  
Sara Ur (BMED) earned NCCC Most  4
Valuable Player and Player of the 
Game when she led Cal Poly to its 
third straight National Collegiate 
Club Water Polo Championship in 
the title match against Michigan. 
Miniature Motorsports Racing  4
Association driver Danner Pruhs, a 
BMED sophomore, added trophies 
to her collection.
BMED’s Industry Advisory Board  4
met to review the undergraduate 
program and to evaluate senior and 
master’s thesis projects.
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CE/ENVE
Civil & Environmental 
Engineering Highlights
Cal Poly won its first title in the American Society  4
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) National Concrete Canoe 
Competition, besting 22 universities from the U.S. 
and Canada. This was the first time in the history 
of the competition that the host school won the 
contest.
U.S. News & World Report ranked Cal Poly’s civil  4
engineering program second in the nation for 
public-master’s universities.
The Global Waste Research Institute (GWRI) was  4
established to promote the development of 
sustainable waste treatment technologies and 
advance resource management practices. 
Dr. Gregg Fiegel was named the 2009 Outstanding  4
Faculty Advisor for Region 9 by the ASCE.
The Self-Study report for the CE program was one  4
of 20 in the nation selected for display at the 2010 
ABET Symposium.
Cal Poly won the ASCE Robert Ridgway Award as  4
the nation’s most outstanding chapter. 
Cal Poly’s Civil  4
Engineering Senior 
Design course won an 
Engineering Award 
from the National 
Council of Examiners 
for Engineering and 
Surveying (NCEES) 
in recognition of its 
extensive collaboration 
with professional 
engineers. 
Cal Poly’s Society of Civil Engineers (SCE) was named  4
champion at the ASCE Pacific Southwest Regional 
Conference for the third year in a row. SCE brought 
80 members to the conference and won first in 
the Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, Tug-O-War, and 
Geotechnical. Faculty members Garrett Hall and Eric 
Kasper advised the teams.
The Steel Bridge Team came in 12th at the national  4
ASCE/AISC Student Steel Bridge Competition, the 
best Cal Poly showing since 2000.
ENVE students under the guidance of Dr. Tracy  4
Thatcher won Outstanding Oral Presentation & 
Paper at the 2010 Waste-Management Education & 
Research Consortium (WERC) Contest.
 SENVE won 2nd Place in the Mid-Pac Water  4
Treatment Competition. 
The WCS-A&WMA Board awarded Blane Morgan and  4
Daniel Edwards $1000 each to present their winning 
papers at the A&WMA’s 103rd Annual Conference.
Ryan Cahill (CE) and Melissa Woo (ENVE) were  4
named 2010 Outstanding Engineering Seniors for 
Academic Excellence.
Kyle Marshall (CE) and Laura Cremer (ENVE) received  4
Professional Advancement Awards from the Civil 
& Environmental Engineering Industry Advisory 
Board.
Roshani Patel was named an Outstanding Woman  4
in Engineering by the Cal Poly Society of Women 
Engineers. She was also named Engineering’s 
Outstanding Graduating Senior for Service to the 
Community. 
Seniors Roshani Patel and Kyle Marshall received  4
ASCE’s two National Student Leadership Awards.
Alumna Tricia Compas (CE B.S./M.S. ’09) founded  4
DayOne Response Inc., a company that produces 
the Polytech Waterbag, a water treatment system 
for disaster relief zones. She also held a seat on the 
plenary panel at the Clinton Global Initiative.
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Even though he is not a  
Cal Poly graduate, Geoff 
Tate has volunteered and 
supported the college in 
many ways since his son 
attended. Not only has he 
provided leadership gifts, 
but he has served as a key 
advisor to both the college 
and the CSC department. 
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“Public education is a key invention for enabling 
people from all backgrounds to pursue their dreams 
and better their lives – and in doing so, benefit all society,” he says.
Geoff’s son, Ross, pursued his dreams at Cal Poly, and graduated in 2006 with 
degrees in math and computer science. According to Geoff, Ross found the faculty 
at Cal Poly smart and approachable, and he loved the hands-on education. “In fact, 
when Ross went on to UCSD for his doctorate,” notes Geoff, “he found that he was 
especially well-qualified because of Cal Poly’s hands-on approach.”
Being grateful for his son’s Cal Poly experience, and also concerned about the 
pressures facing public education, Geoff stepped forward to make a contribution. 
Instead of simply writing a check, however, he established the Tate 
Challenge to inspire others to give as well. 
The Tate Challenge pledged to match each dollar contributed by new donors 
to the Computer Science Department, up to a maximum of $25,000. Because 
he recognized that Cal Poly’s CSC program must stay current with new areas of 
computing in order to remain a national leader, Geoff directed that funds raised 
by the Challenge go to enhance facilities for Interactive Entertainment and Game 
Development.
As the founding CEO of Rambus, which played a significant role in leading electronic 
systems—including the fastest Intel PCs, Nintendo 64, and Sony PlayStation 2 and 
3—Geoff knows about the exponential growth in this sector of the market. But he is 
also acutely aware that engineering today is about much more than games.
“Engineers must solve huge challenges, such as the need for clean water, a higher 
quality of life that uses less energy and produces fewer emissions, improved medical 
devices, and computing and communications infrastructures for developing 
countries,” he says. 
“I hope that the Tate Challenge not only made people aware of the importance 
of supporting Cal Poly, but that it also opened the eyes of new donors to the 
satisfaction you get in knowing that you’re doing your part to 
make California a better place for all of us.”
Donor Profile
Geoff Tate believes in public education
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with NORUS, a North America-Norway program 
to develop technology for marine monitoring. 
On each trip, multidisciplinary teams of Cal Poly 
students worked with autonomous vehicles to study 
climate-induced changes on Arctic and Norwegian 
ecosystems.
CPE students Jeremy Kun, Kevin Finn, and Matt Tytel  4
took 3rd at the ACM Southern California Regional 
Programming Contest.
The 2010 Outstanding Seniors included Nicholas  4
Utschig for Service to the College, Paul Fake for 
Service to the University, Scott Layton for Service to 
the Community, and Stephen Beard for Academic 
Excellence.
CPE students named Dr. Chris Clark Most  4
Outstanding Professor,” and Dr. Bryan Mealy “Most 
Inspirational CPE Professor.” 
CPE 
Computer Engineering 
Highlights
U.S. News & World Report again named Cal  4
Poly’s computer engineering program first in the 
nation for public undergraduate comprehensive 
universities.
Dr. Hugh Smith was named program director.  4
Dr. Lynne Slivovsky (EE/CPE) received a President’s  4
Community Service Award for her service learning 
projects that contribute to the quality of life in San 
Luis Obispo.
One of three Multidisciplinary Senior Design  4
instructors, Dr. Chris Lupo (CPE/CSC) directed two 
client-sponsored student team projects: the design 
of an indoor air quality sensor and a Bluetooth heart 
rate monitor for the cycling team HTC-Columbia. 
Both projects required the use of embedded system 
design, digital and analog circuit design, digital 
signal processing, systems programming, and 
wireless communications protocols.
A new course, CSC/CPE 123, introduced first year  4
students to the discipline via hands-on projects 
in music, robotics, mobile phones, and game 
development.
CPE faculty received grants for applied research.  4
Dr. Lynne Slivovsky (CPE/EE) received a $25,000 
grant to develop a service-learning approach to 
green jobs; Dr. John Bellardo (CPE/CSC) developed 
communication protocols for dynamic satellite 
clusters under a grant from Lockheed Martin; and 
Dr. Chris Clark received $20,000 from the National 
Science Foundation to undertake ice-edge mapping 
and navigation using autonomous underwater 
vehicles.  
Dr. Chris Clark (CPE/CSC) participated in a Polar  4
Night Expedition at a remote research station in 
the Arctic. As part of the International Computer 
Engineering Experience Program (ICEX), he also 
helped lead an expedition to Norway in conjunction 
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Under the guidance of Dr. John Bellardo, students  4
Jeremy Kun, Kevin Finn, and Matt Tytel took 3rd at 
the ACM Southern California Regional Programming 
Contest.
CSC “gamers” participated in the worldwide Global  4
Game Jam.
Jason Anderson was one of Engineering’s two  4
Outstanding Graduate Students. A B.S./M.S. 
graduate, Anderson was also named Outstanding 
Senior for Contributions to the College for his work 
setting up an autonomous ground station that 
enables high school students to communicate with 
satellites.  
Alexander Xydes (CSC) and William Whitney  4
(SE) were named 2010 Outstanding Seniors for 
Academic Excellence. 
Software engineering senior Alyssa Daw was named  4
an Outstanding Woman in Engineering by Cal Poly’s 
Society of Women Engineers.
John Huân Vũ was named Engineering’s  4
Outstanding Graduating Senior for Contributions to 
the University.
CSC students named Dr. Phil Nico “Professor of the  4
Year.”
Alumnus Gary Bloom (CSC ’82), CEO of eMeter,  4
gave the Commencement address and received an 
honorary doctorate degree from the university.  
CSC alumni gathered at the Computer History  4
Museum in Mountain View to celebrate 40 Years 
of Excellence in recognition of the department’s 
anniversary. 
Alumna Christine Chou (CSC ’95) helped create  4
Mustang Mentoring Day, which connected alumni 
working in the field with current engineering 
students. 
 CSC alumnus Kyle Wiens (2005) and Luke Soules (IE  4
‘06) tore apart an Apple iPad and documented the 
process on their iFixit company website. 
CSC/SE
Computer Science & Software 
Engineering Highlights
U.S. News & World Report named Cal Poly’s  4
computer program first in the nation for public, 
non-doctoral universities.
Geoff Tate, father of Ross Tate (CSC ’06), pledged to  4
match each dollar contributed by new donors, up to 
$25,000. Among the respondents were CSC seniors, 
who made a $4,500 class gift.
The Software Engineering Lab was renovated for  4
group and team learning, thanks in part to the 
Forbes Lab Endowment.
A Google grant and the donation of 24 G1 Android  4
phones enabled student projects and a new 
software engineering special topics course on 
mobile application development by Drs. David 
Janzen and Chris Lupo. 
The Interactive Entertainment/Game Design  4
Engines course was developed by Dr. Andrew Keen; 
Dr. John Clements presented designed a course in 
computational finance; Dr. Alex Dekhtyar offered a 
class in data mining; and Dr. Phil Nico presented a 
graduate course in computer security.
ICEX (International Computer Engineering  4
Experience Program) brought multidisciplinary 
teams of students to Norway to study climate-
induced changes on Arctic and Norwegian 
ecosystems using autonomous underwater vehicles. 
Dr. Chris Clark and Dr. Jane Lehr (Ethnic Studies) led 
the expeditions.
The CSC Distinguished Lecture Series included  4
presentations by Craig Ring, DreamWorks visual 
effects supervisor, and Greg Brentin, DreamWorks 
supervising technical director. 
WISH (Women Involved in Software & Hardware)  4
sponsored presentations by Dr. Jane Margolis, 
senior researcher at the UCLA Graduate School of 
Education & Information Studies; Johanna Wright, 
Google’s director of Program Management for 
Web Search; and Harvey Mudd president, Dr. Maria 
Klawie.
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In addition to being a full- 
time student and working, 
Dart finds time to give back 
to Cal Poly. He has been an 
Engineering Ambassador for two 
years, giving tours of the 
campus to prospective students 
and visitors. Next year, he 
will serve as president of the 
organization.  
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As a full-time student who also works 30-40 hours a week, Dart Newby is a busy guy. But 
because he’s combining work that he loves with an engineering major that will help him 
reach his professional goal, he’s entirely enthusiastic about his time at Cal Poly. 
Dart has found his passion in the health field. Watching him make a patient feel 
comfortable and relaxed while he fits her for a cast, you can see that he loves working 
with people. He’s been a licensed Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) for three years and 
works at the Health Center on campus in addition to working as a physician’s scribe at two 
local hospitals. 
He also loves the problem-solving aspect of engineering. “I like to see a 
problem, assess it, and fix it, which is the same process in health care,” 
he says. “My ultimate goal is to go to medical school, but my engineering undergraduate 
experience in biomedical engineering has strengthened my desire to become a doctor.”
In fact, Dart’s definition of biomedical engineering is “applying engineering practice to 
improve the quality of life.” 
“In everything from designing a splint or a pulse oximeter, which measures the oxygen 
saturation in the blood, a biomedical engineer has a profound 
impact on individual lives,” he notes.
This summer, Dart is going to Chile to do a medical internship in a hospital emergency 
room. Scholarship aid is helping him pay the tuition and expenses to study abroad, and 
will also provide support when he returns to Cal Poly. 
“I’m so grateful for the assistance,” he says. “Without scholarship help, I 
wouldn’t have this incredible opportunity to expand my health 
care experience and gain a global perspective. Plus, when I return, I’ll be able to work at 
two jobs rather than three, which, for now, seems like a luxury.”
 
Scholarship 
Recipient
Dart Newby
Biomedical engineering junior
Mary Stewart Rogers Foundation Scholarship
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EE
Electrical Engineering 
Highlights
For the seventh year in a row, U.S. News & World  4
Report named Cal Poly’s electrical engineering 
program first in the nation for public-master’s 
universities.
By managing department budget resources  4
efficiently, EE met its Promise Keeping Program goal 
of guaranteeing student access to all required EE 
courses, if they follow the prescribed yearly course 
flow. 
EE students benefitted from new facilities, including  4
the Sustainable Energy Lab; the Multidisciplinary 
Project Lab, which provides dedicated space for 
funded research; the Electrochemical Engineering 
Lab; and the Computational Power Lab, which 
allows power engineers to work with a highly 
accurate power grid simulation. 
The department began development of an  4
advanced multi-media classroom that includes a 
production booth to enhance captured lectures 
and presentations.
Operation Technology, Inc. upgraded the Electrical  4
Power Lab with a gift of ETAP Power Systems 
software valued at $400,000, and Sempra Energy 
provided a generous grant to the Electric Power 
Institute (EPI).
The department prioritized student success by  4
eliminating unnecessary prerequisites and a 
longstanding guideline that could unfairly lower 
student grades.
Dr. Lynne Slivovsky received a President’s  4
Community Service Award for her service learning 
projects that contribute to the quality of life in San 
Luis Obispo.
David Boeck was named 2010 Outstanding EE  4
Senior for Academic Excellence. The 2010 EE 
Valedictorian (4 + 1) was Thomas Fulenwider, and 
the Outstanding EE Graduate Student was Mike 
McCarty.
Simeon Trieu took 1st Place in the Graduate  4
Engineering & Computer Science category at the 
CSU Research Competition for his study on methods 
to maximize the efficiency of gallium nitride light-
emitting diodes (LEDs).
The EE team of Alex Hempy and Michael Civerolo  4
traveled to Toronto as one of three finalists in 
the first international Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) international Antenna 
Design Challenge. 
The EE Industry Advisory Board expanded with the  4
addition of Dr. Ken Pedrotti, EE chair at UC Santa 
Cruz, Dr. George Bekey, Cal Poly research scholar, 
and Dr. Larry Bergman (EL ’73), JPL section manager. 
Dr. Rory Cooper (EE ’85, M.S. Engr ’86) was named  4
Veteran of the Year by the Veterans Leadership 
Program in October at Carnegie Hall. Dr. Cooper 
is one of the world’s foremost authorities on 
wheelchair design and is the director of the Human 
Engineering Research Laboratories.
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IME Students learned project 
 
management and hands-on skills during PolyHouse 2010.
IME
Industrial and 
Manufacturing Engineering 
Highlights
U.S. News ranked Cal Poly IME as the nation’s top  4
public-master’s program.
Alumni and IME faculty members responded to the  4
IME Industrial Advisory Board Challenge with gifts 
totaling $21,000 to help fund student projects and 
club activities.
Haas Automation provided funds for the Facilities  4
Planning and Process Improvement classes, along 
with support for senior and master’s theses projects. 
Under the leadership of Industrial Advisory Board  4
chair David Hampton (IE ’86), IME board members 
volunteered to help teach IME 470, providing 
students with a unique opportunity to interact 
with professionals and to benefit from real-world 
perspectives.  
The department increased the capacities of the  4
Machining Lab and the Computer Lab by adding 
equipment and workstations.
Dr. Kurt Colvin (IME) was named a Boeing Welliver  4
Faculty Fellow.
Dr. John Pan was named a Fellow of IMAPS  4
(International Microelectronics and Packaging 
Society).  
Dr. Sema Alptekin served as faculty advisor to Cal  4
Poly Engineers Without Borders, while department 
administrative assistant Stephanie Allen provided 
staff support to the group.
Dr. Tali Freed provided a personal donation and  4
used grant funding to bring 21 students to Orlando, 
FL for the RFID Journal LIVE conference. 
Dr. Jose Macedo designed a safer football helmet  4
under a grant from Krypton Sports.
Lecturer Martin Koch taught a three-day  4
Manufacturing Technology Teachers Association 
(MTTA) conference. 
Dr. Sema Alptekin directed the Cal Poly Honors  4
Program.
PolyHouse improved the life of Caleb, a disabled  4
nine-year-old, by making extensive renovations. Dr. 
Liz Schlemer’s students raised more than $100,000 
in donations for the home makeover.
The Cal Poly IMAPS Student Chapter was  4
awarded 2nd place in the Student Chapter Booth 
Competition at the International Symposium on 
Microelectronics.
Jessica Paz (IE) and Sarah Shackelford (MfgE)  4
were named 2010 Outstanding Seniors for 
Academic Excellence.
Three of the five students named Outstanding  4
Women in Engineering by the Cal Poly 
Society of Women Engineers were IE seniors, 
including Allison Holmgren, Jessica Paz, and 
Cameron Schlemer.
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“I was truly surprised and  
deeply grateful for the 
amazing generosity of the 2010 
graduating class,” says CSC 
Chair Igatios Vakalis. “These 
students lead in every way, 
and have set a high bar for 
others to follow.”
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When Geoff Tate issued a fundraising challenge for new donors, he didn’t imagine 
that CSC students would heed the call
But they did. Led by Alyssa Daw and Brian Oppenheim, the 2010 
graduating class of computer science and software 
engineering seniors made a gift of $4,500 to help make sure 
that Cal Poly Computer Science and Software Engineering remains a national leader. 
“Cal Poly has changed my life, so I wanted to give back,” says Alyssa. “I couldn’t give 
that much on my own, but with all the budget cuts and craziness, I thought about 
organizing a class gift.” 
“My reaction when Alyssa mentioned it to me was ‘Let’s do it!’” says Brian. “I was 
especially excited about surprising Dr. V—Dr. Vakalis, the department chair—at the 
year-end banquet. So we put out an e-mail to seniors and had a meeting and we 
started getting gifts and pledges ranging from $4 to $1,100. I think we’ll continue to 
get donations, once graduates start jobs and get actual paychecks.”
Both Brian and Alyssa found the experience of organizing a class gift rewarding. 
“We never thought we’d raise more than four grand—it’s a nice thing to 
show industry how much we value our education,” 
says Brian. 
“Everyone we approached was positive and a lot of our classmates thanked us! I 
hope that we’ve inspired younger students, too—that we’ve started a tradition of 
class gifts,” says Alyssa.
Along with their donations, the students provided suggestions about how they’d 
like the money to be used, such as the purchase of a high-end, multi-core, parallel 
computer, which is very fast and capable of doing a lot of things at once. “We know 
that parallel computing is the future,” notes Brian. 
“We trust the money will be well-used, however, no matter how it’s spent,” adds 
Alyssa. “Our goal in making the gift is simply to make 
things better for the students coming behind us.” 
Donor Profile
CSC Students Fund Class Gift
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MATE
Materials Engineering 
Highlights
Dr. Trevor Harding was appointed department chair. 4
Applied Technologies Associates donated a  4
scanning electron microscope (SEM) valued 
at $73,000, which allows students to explore a 
material’s surface down to 3nm resolution and also 
provide elemental composition. The SEM will be 
housed in the department’s Class 1000 cleanroom 
to support micro-systems technology education 
and research.
ConocoPhillips provided funds for two  4
Materials Engineering Scholarships, which were 
awarded to seniors Eric Blink and Sadeo Takabyashi. 
Thomas Carroll (ME ’81) facilitated the gift.
Dr. Trevor Harding received the 2010 American  4
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Pacific 
Southwest Division Outstanding Teaching Award.
Beloved administrative assistant Noni Smyth retired  4
after 35 years. To honor her children, she founded 
the Smyth Humanitarian Award to be presented 
annually to a deserving MATE student.  Faculty, staff, 
“Shaved Ice
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 
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students, alumni, and advisory board members 
contributed over $6000 to this award as a retirement 
gift to Noni. 
Cal Poly IMAPS (International Microelectronics &  4
Packaging Society) won 2nd Place in the Student 
Booth Competition at the 42nd International IMAPS 
Symposium, the third time in three years they’ve 
received a medal at the event.
Over 400 people attended this year’s MATE- 4
sponsored NanoDays held at the SLO Children’s 
Museum. Cal Poly student volunteers conducted 
interactive demonstrations on basic nano-scale 
principles. 
Bryan Rogers was named 2010 Outstanding MATE  4
Senior for Academic Excellence.
MATE students Zenon Carlos, Ian Hosek, Emily  4
Robertson, and Brian Alvarez competed in the 
Materials Bowl Competition at The Minerals, Metals 
& Materials Society (TMS) 2010 Annual Meeting & 
Exhibition, finishing 2nd in their round.
Graduating senior Thomas Logue was featured in  4
the December 2009 issue of JOM, the Journal On 
Materials, as a TMS member who is taking a lead on 
carbon fiber.
Juniors Alex Stanley and Ryan Satcher made a  4
podcast of their YouTube hit “Ferromagnetic Funk 
Fluid” for ASM International’s Materials Radio, a 
series of podcasts on materials and their uses for 
middle school students.
More than 100 alumni gathered for the Materials  4
Engineering 50th Anniversary Celebration. 
A memorial plaque honoring the contributions  4
of Professor William “Bill” Forgeng was  placed in 
the Metallography Laboratory during the 50th 
Anniversary ceremonies. In addition, alumni 
initiated the Forgeng Metallurgy Fund to continue 
Professor Forgeng’s legacy.
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ME
Mechanical Engineering 
Highlights
U.S. News & World Report named Cal Poly’s  4
mechanical engineering program first in the nation 
for pubic-master’s universities.
Entering ME freshmen had an average high school  4
GPA of 4.02 and a combined average SAT reading 
and math score of 1302, making them one of the 
strongest departmental classes in the university.
Cal Poly and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology  4
(KIT) in Karlsruhe, Germany established a master’s 
degree program in which students may earn an 
M.S. ME degree from Cal Poly, and an M.S. ME & 
Mechatronics from KIT. 
The challenge campaign initiated by the Bay Area  4
Chapter of SMACNA succeeded its goal of $350,000 
by 10%. The $708,054 raised will provide general 
support for the HVAC&R program, including student 
projects, industry field trips, equipment, and 
curriculum development. 
Faculty undertook sponsored research projects: Dr.  4
William Murray received a $300,000 NASA grant 
to develop a reusable, oxidizer-cooled, hybrid 
aerospike rocket motor for use in a test flight; and 
Dr. Russ Westphal received $179,000 from Northrop 
Grumman to develop laminar flow technology that 
measures air flow on aircraft wings.
The Wingate Foundation HVAC&R Award to  4
recognize a student, staff or faculty member that 
has made outstanding contributions to the program 
was awarded to Professor Emeritus Raymond 
Gordon, long-time HVAC&R caretaker. 
Cal Poly Engineering World Health (EWH) hosted  4
Build-It-Days in which members constructed 
defibrillator testers for distribution to developing 
nations; the group also helped repair medical 
equipment for Direct Relief International. 
ME students took first place in a national collegiate  4
competition involving designing heating, air 
conditioning and ventilation (HVAC) systems. 
Advised by Dr. Jesse Maddren, the students 
included Craig Allen, Brian Sybesma, Chan Kim, 
William Raschefsy and Elyse Widin.
The young Cal Poly Supermileage team with  4
three seniors and nine underclassmen, made a 
fine showing at the Shell Eco Marathon Americas. 
They completed a successful run, consuming 17.8 
milliliters of fuel and achieving 1324 mpg for 10th 
Place out of 42 entries. 
Trevor Ness was named the college-wide 2010  4
Outstanding Senior for Academic Excellence. With 
a 3.99 GPA, he has been named to the President’s 
Academic Honors List and been inducted into the 
National Society of Collegiate Scholars. 
Dr. Tom Mackin debuted on “The Colony,” a reality  4
show based on how a group of people would 
apply engineering know-how to survive in a post-
Apocalypse scenario. 
Cal Poly SWE named ME lecturer Lee McFarland as  4
Most Supportive Professor.
Alumnus Rick Sturckow (ME 1984) made his fourth  4
trip into space, serving as commander of the Space 
Shuttle Discovery.
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Samantha Suriano credits  
the Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers (SHPE) 
with helping her adjust to 
college. After attending a new 
students “block party,” she 
volunteered to serve as SHPE’s 
Public Relations Officer. Next 
year as 2nd VP, she’ll be in 
charge of outreach.
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Scholarship 
Recipient
Samantha Suriano
Civil engineering freshman
Cal Poly SHPE Fluor Scholarship
Not a lot of college freshmen typically spend their “free” time tutoring local kids. But on one 
or more days each week, you can find Samantha Suriano in a classroom at Laguna Middle 
School hunched together with Alex Picasso or Sara Lozano as she reviews their homework. 
“One student I work with doesn’t know how to read or write in Spanish or English, so I’m 
trying to teach him basics—you get attached,” Samantha says. 
Samantha’s empathy for her charges may stem, in part, 
from her own history. She grew up in Richmond, California and attended 
a high school where the majority of students came from low-income, educationally 
disadvantaged families. Her father, a long-haul truck driver, was often absent; her mother 
lived across town with other siblings. Both parents are immigrants, and neither attended 
college.
Because of a mentor and scholarships, however, 
Samantha found her way to Cal Poly. 
In high school, she participated in “College is Real,” a program which helps Richmond High 
soccer players with academic and life skills so they can qualify for college. Program founder, 
Brad Blake, CEO of Blake Hunt Ventures, brought Samantha to Cal Poly Open House, and a 
new world opened.
“Coming here was a culture shock, and it wasn’t until I got my first quarter grades that 
I knew it was going to be okay,” she acknowledges. “Now, my goals include going for a 
master’s degree, but without scholarships, I wouldn’t be here at all.” 
“I volunteered for the tutoring program with SHPE, the Society of Professional Hispanic 
Engineers, because Brad showed me how important it is to give 
to people, and because the feelings I have about all the 
help I’ve received, I can’t even explain.” 
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Young MESA 
Day partici
pants 
 
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MEP
Multicultural Engineering 
Program Highlights
David Cantu retired. Having served as MEP director  4
since 1985, he guided as many as 8,000 students, 
many of whom were the first college attendee in 
their families.
Cal Poly Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers  4
(SHPE) was named National Large Chapter of the 
Year at the SHPE National Conference. With more 
than 180 members, Cal Poly SHPE is one of the 
largest chapters in the U.S. 
As part of the MESA Schools Program (MSP), MEP served  4
10 schools from Santa Maria, Guadalupe and Paso Robles. 
MSP assists educationally disadvantages students to 
prepare them for entrance to college and university 
programs in math, engineering, or science.
150 MESA students participated in Cal Poly MSP visits to  4
local middle/high schools. MSP also held “College Making 
it Happen” at Paso Robles High School, a bilingual 
presentation attended by 80 parents. 
Cal Poly hosted the MESA Day Preliminaries with over 200  4
middle and high school students from three high schools 
and six middle schools. Cal Poly also took 150 students to 
UC Santa Cruz for the Regional MESA Day. 
David Sequeira served as the SHPE Regional Student  4
Representative and Ember Jensen served as the 
American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) 
Regional Student Representative.
The Society of Black Engineers and Scientists (SBES)  4
received an award for doubling its membership. The 
group sent 19 members to Toronto for the annual 
national convention.
The American  4
Indian Society 
of Engineers 
and Scientists 
(AISES) sent 
representatives 
to regional 
conferences 
and the AISES 
Leadership 
conference in 
Albuquerque, 
NM.  MEP maintained an 89% retention rate for first-year  4 students.
The program hired three tutors and now provides  4
assistance for 50 classes.
The MEP computer lab was updated with all new  4
PC’s, thanks to Northrop Grumman.
SWE Outstan
ding Women 
in 
 
Engineering
 award winn
ers: 
Allison Hol
mgren (IME)
  and 
Alyssa Daw 
(SE)
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WEP
Women’s Engineering Program 
Highlights
Cal Poly’s Society of Women Engineers made history  4
as the only university to have two teams tie for 1st 
in the Team Tech competition. The teams worked 
with Disney and Lockheed Martin on their award-
winning projects. 
Cal Poly SWE also won the Gold Level Award as the  4
nation’s Outstanding Large Collegiate Section, and 
1st for Outstanding Outreach Event/Series. 
Cal Poly SWE was recognized with a Diversity Award  4
from University President Warren Baker for its efforts 
to promote diversity. 
WEP honored five Outstanding Women in  4
Engineering, including Alyssa Daw (SE), Allison 
Holmgren (IME), Roshani Patel (CE), Jessica Paz 
(IME),and  Cammie Schlemer (IME).
Karen Bangs, WEP director, was recognized as an  4
outstanding faculty member who has played a 
significant role in working with Student Affairs staff 
to enhance student success and she received the 
2010 Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award from the 
Engineering Student Council. 
WEP launched a new, updated Web site at  4
http://wep.calpoly.edu/.
Evening With Industry, SWE’s signature  4
event, included representatives from 32 
companies represented. A total of $33,000 
in scholarships was awarded at the 
banquet. 
SWE initiated study sessions during dead  4
week and began a “study buddy” program. 
WEP sponsored the Northrop  4
Grumman Speaker Series. Nine different 
presentations were made in conjunction 
with the engineering dorm, Career 
Services, the Sales Engineering Club, 
and an IME class on topics ranging from 
creativity in engineering to business 
leadership.
SWE Outstanding Women in  
Engineering award winners: 
Cammie Schlemer(IME), Roshani 
Patel (CE) and Jessica Paz (IME)
SWE offered 12 plant tours, including visits to Hearst  4
Castle, BAE Systems, Ernie Ball, Lucas Films, NetApp, 
UPS, and Apple.
SWE brought engineering activities to 500 students  4
at 20 local fourth grade classrooms during National 
Engineers Week. 
Almost 200 Girl Scouts earned engineering badges  4
during SWE’s Girl Scout Day on campus. The 
girls participated in labs ranging from building 
and experimenting with model airplanes to 
experimenting with a model of the lungs. 
For the second year in a row, Building An Engineer  4
(BAE) was offered twice because of demand—over 
200 students participated in each event, more than 
50% of whom were girls. The event exposes local 
6th through 8th graders to engineering through 
hands-on labs taught by Cal Poly professors and 
students.
WEP’s 30-member industry advisory board held two  4
“speed mentoring” events, which gave students 
an opportunity to connect with professionals and 
alumni.  
SWE Outstan
ding Women 
in 
 
Engineering
 award winn
ers: 
Allison Hol
mgren (IME)
  and 
Alyssa Daw 
(SE)
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By endowing the Wayne P. Brenckle Memorial Engineering Scholarship, Wayne J. 
and Heidi Brenckle are following in the footsteps—and honoring the legacy—of 
their father and father-in-law.
In 2005, Wayne P. established the Brenckle Engineering Scholarship. His son, 
Wayne J. (EE 2002), had not only enjoyed a fine time at Cal Poly, but he also thrived 
academically because of the university’s hands-on, lab-intensive focus, and 
because of professors who made a lasting impression.
In recognition of his son’s education, Wayne P. decided to give back to the 
university through an annual scholarship fund, which 
prioritized assistance for underrepresented students 
and those with the greatest financial need. The fund 
would have lapsed when Wayne P. died in 2008, however, but Heidi and Wayne J. 
decided to carry it on.
Wayne P. would have been proud to know that his son and daughter-
in-law have preserved his belief in the importance 
of education and in helping others. And he would have been 
pleased to know how much Heidi and Wayne J.’s ongoing support is appreciated by 
students receiving the scholarship today. 
Eddie Lo is one of those students. A first-year electrical engineering student, 
Eddie was relieved and “so happy” to know that 
because of the Brenckle Scholarship, his parents 
would be able to drop one of the loans they had 
taken out to pay for his education. 
Like Wayne J., Eddie found Cal Poly a great fit because “everyone is so welcoming” 
and because the curriculum has helped him find his academic passion and 
strength. “The labs I took this year made me realize that I really like programming,” 
he notes.
Asked what Eddie would like to say to his benefactors, Heidi and Wayne, he says, “I’d 
like to tell them how sorry I am for the loss of their father, and I’d like to thank them 
for lessening my burden.” 
Donor Profile
Keeping the legacy alive
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“My father-in-law was a smart,  
good man,” says Heidi. “He was 
always there to guide us. We 
miss him to this day, and when 
he died, we thought it was 
appropriate to reinvest in the 
scholarship, which we renamed 
the Wayne P. Brenckle Memorial 
Scholarship.”
Wayne P. Brenckle
 
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QL+ Lab founder, J
on Monett 
 
confers with stude
nts about 
a life-like prosth
etic hand.
Corporation & 
Foundation Donors
A M Z Engineering Inc.
Aaron Read & Associates LLC
Abbott Laboratories
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Accenture Inc.
ACCO Engineered Systems
Acushnet Company
Agilent Technologies Inc.
AIAA Vandenberg Section
Air Treatment Corporation
Alcon
Amazon.com Inc.
American Society of Plumbing 
Engineers
Amgen Inc.
Amperex Technology Limited
Anritsu Company
Apple Computer Inc.
Applied Technologies Associates Inc.
ARB Green Power LLC
Athena Engineering Inc.
ATK Space Systems Inc.
BAE Systems Inc.
Baker Electric Inc.
Bay Area Sheet Metal & Air 
Conditioning Contractors National 
Association
Bechtel Group Foundation
Bilbro Construction Company
Bluml Feeds
The Boeing Company
BP & Associates Inc.
Brummel, Myrick & Associates
Byrom - Davey Inc.
C. A. Lampman Associates Inc.
Campus Bottle Shoppe
Capital Engineering Consultants Inc.
Carbon Capture Corporation
Carollo Engineers
CDM Technologies Inc.
CENCAL CNC Inc.
Central Coast Project Guy
Century Tubes Inc.
Chevron Corporation
Chevron Energy Technology
Cisco Systems Inc.
Climatec
Coast National Bank
Cobra-Puma Golf
ConocoPhillips Company
ConocoPhillips San Francisco Refinery
Controlco
Covina United Methodist Church
Creo Engineering Inc.
Critchfield Mechanical Inc.
Crown Valley Precision
Custom Mechanical Sales
Dawson Company
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Discus Holdings Inc.
DMG Corporation
DMG North Inc.
Douglas Instruments Company
DRM Inc.
Duckworth Environmental Services Inc.
E & M Electric & Machinery Inc.
East Bay Component
Eaton Corporation
Economy Inn
Edna Farm Center
Edwards Air Force Base
Edwards Lifesciences LLC
Energy Labs Inc.
Enerpro Inc.
Ernie Ball Inc.
FLIR Systems Inc.
Fluor Foundation
Franzmeier Ltd
Fugro West Inc.
G.S. Engineering Inc.
General LED Inc.
Golden Gate Chapter ASHRAE
Goldhammer Living Trust
Google Inc.
Gregg Drilling & Testing Inc..
GRM Inc.
Haas Automation Inc.
Habing Family Funeral Home
Harlan Mechanical Systems
Harold and Judy Cota
Hi-Rel Laboratories, Inc..
Hot Stix Golf
Industrial Acoustics Company
Ingersoll Rand Industrial Refrig Inc.
Intuit
ITT Electronic Systems
John P. Ingram, Jr. & Associates Inc.
Johnson Controls Inc.
Kenneth W. Skewes and Caluda A. 
Skewes
Key Air Conditioning Contractors Inc.
Kimley-Horn & Associates Inc.
Knecht’s Plumbing & Heating Inc.
Kobold Real Estate Associates
Lampman & Smith
Latis Automation
Leak Control Services Inc.
Linwood Engineering Associates
Livermore Performance Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Logos Systems International
Louis L. Dachs Attorney At Law
LTK Engineering Services
MAGMA Design & Engineering
Mazzetti Nash Lipsey Burch
McClure Consulting Corporation
McQuay International
M-E Engineers Inc.
Medtronic Ablation Frontiers
Melfred-Borzall Inc.
MFG Technology Teachers Association
Mica Corporation
Microsoft Corporation
Military Officers Assoc Of America
Monett Professional Services LLC
Montgomery Transfers
Mountain View Fruit Sales Inc.
Mt. Diablo Dental Hygiene Society
NACE International/Channel Island
Nelson Environmental
Nitinol Devices and Components
Norman S. Wright/Airelink LLC
Northern California Mechanical 
Contractors Association
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Occidental Mechanical
Oliveria Engineering
Operation Technology Inc.
OppenheimerFunds
Oracle Corporation
Pacific Coast Trane Service
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parsons Corporation
Paton-Miller LLC
PennWell
Piedras Blancas Light Station Assoc
Power Engineering Contractors Inc.
Professional Insights Inc.
Protoquick
Raytheon Company
Red Dog Management Inc.
Regan & Associates
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In-Kind Donations
“Infected Straw
” magnified 
 
15035x
Solar Turbines Inc.
Southland Industries
Specialty Construction Inc.
Splash Cafe Artisan Bakery Inc.
Sport Dimensions Inc.
St. Jude Medical Inc.
Stellar Solutions Foundation
Stephen D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
Stuart-Moore Attorneys At Law
Sunlink Corporation
Suzanne K. Ell CPA
Theta Chi Fraternity Zeta Phi Chapter
Thornton Tomasetti Foundation
TJM Properties
Rhed Oaks Engineering Inc. 
Corporation
Richard C Wiley & Associates
Rinaldi Ag Services
Rockwell Automation
Rotary Club of San Luis Obispo de 
Tolosa
Ryder Engineering Corp
San Diego Gas & Electric
San Luis Mechanical Inc.
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories
Scotts Valley Magnetics Inc.
Second Sight Medical Products
SGT Inc.
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Allied Corporation
Western Allied Mechanical Inc.
Western Digital Technologies Inc.
Wittler-Young Company Inc.
Wood-N-Peg Ranch
XCEL Mechanical Systems Inc.
Xerox Corporation
XL Construction
Yahoo! Inc.
Zaharoni Industries Inc.
Zim Industries, Inc..
Sheet Metal & Air Conditioning 
Contractors National 
Association
Siemens Building Technologies Inc.
Simpson Manufacturing
Sling Corporation
SLO County Properties Inc.
SM & RC Structural Engineers Inc.
Snowden Engineering
Solar Sun Rings Inc.
Tsuchiyama Kaino Sun & Carter
The Trane Company
Ultimate NA Transportation 
Equipment LLC
UltraViolet Devices Inc.
United Storm Water Inc.
VaCom Technologies
Van’s Aircraft Inc.
Vertical Systems LLC
Volcano Corporation
Waste Connections Inc.
Amazon.com Inc.
API Waste Services
Applied Technologies Associates Inc.Brown Construction
California Electric Supply
California Pizza Kitchen
Cannon
Central Coast Liquidators
The Clubhouse
Consolidated Electrical DistributorsCoudray Serigraphics
Cristal Air & Emergency ServiceDEK USA, Inc..
Dominos Pizza
Drywall Dynamics
Faces & Ala Mode
Fastenal
G Brothers Smokehouse
Golden China Restaurant
Hayward Lumber
Hewlett-Packard Company
Jack’s All American Plumbing
Keigwins@The Track Inc.
Las Pilitas Nursery
LePell Tile and Stone Inc.
Loomis Tank Center
Me n Ed’s
North County Insulation
Northrop Grumman CorporationPacific Coast Kitchen and BathPacific Coast Lumber
Pacific Energy Company
Pacific Track Time
Petra Pizza & Grill
Phillips Floor To Ceiling
The Pond Place
ProSource Wholesale Floor CoveringQuaglino’s Flooring Inc.
Quintron Systems Inc.
R&R Roll-Off LLC
Ravy Motor Sports
Roxsand
San Luis Marble & Granite
StrateGen
Sun Microsystems
Talbots #1057
The Tribune
Valley Lighting
Weir Floway Inc.
Wicks Roofing Inc.
Wighton’s Inc.
Zoom Zoom Trackdays
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As this publication goes to press,  
Erica Chabot writes from Nicaragua: 
“Today was a very productive day. We 
took a tour of Barrio Camilo Ortega 
on our break. The community is located 
on a steep, steep hill with mostly 
lean-to housing. It was sad to see 
but motivated everyone to work hard. 
Tomorrow it will be more of the same, 
laying masonry and epoxying rebar. But 
so far we are on schedule!”
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One of Erica Chabot’s best moments at Cal Poly was when the Nicaragua project manager 
for Engineers Without Borders pulled Erica aside and asked her if she would take over the 
position.
“I’d worked toward becoming the project manager for more than two years, having served 
on the Phase I team to build a health clinic in Camilo Ortega, a poor village outside of 
Managua,” says Erica. “It was very rewarding to know that I could see the clinic through to 
completion, even though the job is pretty stressful because it’s a real building and it’s got 
to be right.”
Erica anticipates another best moment when the new clinic is unveiled this summer. “I 
can’t wait to see the faces of the villagers,” she says with a smile. 
“In fact, one of the reasons I decided to major in civil engineering was because I’m people-
oriented—I’ve really enjoyed getting to know the people in Camilo Ortega and I want 
to make sure that the clinic works for them.”
Because of her experience with Engineers Without Borders, Erica wants a career that 
involves identifying structures that have a high risk of damage in natural disasters such as 
tsunamis or earthquakes. “I’ve seen the destruction in Managua—
an earthquake in 1985 destroyed 85% of the city—and I 
want to work to establish better building codes that will 
protect people worldwide from this kind of devastation.”
Scholarship support is helping Erica reach her educational and professional goals. “I’ve 
worked all four years on campus as a lifeguard, and now I work in the Regional Water 
Quality Control permitting department,” she explains. “Plus I’ve taken out loans to pay for 
close to one hundred percent of my undergraduate education. I want to go to graduate 
school, so that I can be fully prepared for my career. Scholarships have really 
helped—they’ve also helped me set my intentions as high 
as possible.” 
Scholarship 
Recipient
Erica Chabot
Civil engineering senior
Robert Byrd Scholarship
National Science Foundation Scholarship
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Individual Donors
Cal Poly College of Engineering receives donations 
annually from thousands of individuals.
Please Note:  In order to protect the privacy of our 
donors, you will need to use the password emailed to 
you to view the list of donors. If you did not receive a 
password, you may contact Donna Aiken at 
daiken@calpoly.edu.
Matching Companies
The companies below generously match gifts to Cal Poly Engineering made by their employees.
If you would like to learn more about corporate matching program, or determine if your employer will 
match your gift to Cal Poly, please visit: www.giving.calpoly.edu/matching
Abbott Laboratories Foundation
Accenture Inc.
Agilent Technologies Inc.
The Alexander & Baldwin Foundation
Alliant Techsystems
American Electric Power Service Corp
Amgen Foundation
AT&T Foundation
BAE Systems
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Inc.
The Bank of America Foundation
Bechtel Group Foundation
Blount International Inc.
Boeing Company
BP Foundation Inc.
Caterpillar Foundation
Charles Schwab Corporation 
Foundation
Chevron Corporation
CIENA Corporation
Cisco Foundation
Cisco Systems
The Dow Chemical Company 
Foundation
Edison International
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Emerson Electric Company
Ernst & Young Foundation
FLIR Systems Inc.
Fluid Components International
The Fluor Foundation
General Electric Foundation
Goodrich Foundation
Google
W.W. Grainger Inc.
Hospira Inc.
IBM International Foundation
Ingersoll-Rand Co
Intel Foundation
The J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
JBT
Johnson & Johnson Family of 
Companies
Juniper Networks Inc.
Kaiser Permanente Community Giving
Kellogg Corporation
KLA-Tencor
Lam Research Foundation
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Medtronic Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Motorola Foundation
NCR Foundation
Nestle USA
Nokia Inc.
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Novellus Systems Inc.
Oracle Corporation
PACCAR Foundation
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Parker Hannifin Foundation
The PepsiCo Foundation Inc.
Philips Electronics NA Corporation
The PIMCO Foundation
Printronix
Qualcomm Inc.
Raytheon Company
Risk Management Solutions
Rockwell Automation Charitable Corp
Science Applications International 
Corp
Sempra Energy Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation
Stirling Enterprises LLC
Sun Microsystems Foundation
Tellabs Inc.
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Austin Company
Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc.
Tyco International Inc.
United Technologies Corporation
Varian Medical Systems Inc.
Verizon Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Western Digital Technologies Inc.
Xerox Foundation
Click here for individual  
donor list.
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Cal Poly Engineering reaches  
across the community, around 
the globe, and up to the 
stars. Pictured on this page, 
clockwise: Kevin Hall (ME) 
traveled to Norway with a Cal 
Poly team to map dissolved 
oxygen distribution using an 
underwater autonomous vehicle 
(AUV); some friends made by 
Cal Poly Engineers Without 
Borders in Camilo Ortega, 
Nicaragua; John Hygelund (ME 
’08) peers through the Las 
Cumbres Observatory telescope 
that he helped build for his 
senior project. Pictured on 
the back cover, clockwise: as 
part of Cal Poly’s BalloonSat 
Summer Intern Program, 
Arroyo Grande High School 
student Bill Shires launched 
a weather balloon for high 
altitude space imaging; 
nine-year-old Caleb Todd had 
a great time working with 
PolyHouse participants; AERO 
students Joun Kim and Sean 
Stavropoulos work on Boeing 
376 Bus.
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